
Description of the program
The project is carried out by students and teachers from Poland, Spain, France,

Bulgaria, Hungary, Cyprus. It is an interdisciplinary project combining Biology,

Geology, Geography, Environmental Science, Language, Arts. All partners will be

involve in presenting one GEOPARK of their region.

1. Salezjanskie Liceum Ogolnoksztalcace (Wroclaw, Poland)

2. Lykeio Agiou Ioanni (Limassol, Cyprus)

3. Private Trade School "Konto Trade" Ltd (Varna, Bulgaria)

4. Instituto De Ensenanza Secundaria Jose Marin (Velez Rubio, Spain)

5. Kaposvári Munkácsy Mihály Gimnázium (Kaposvar, Hungury)

6. Lycée Polyvalent de Pointe Noire (Pointe Noire, Guadalupe, France)

In many countries around the world, earth science education is lacking. Many

students and adults do not have a formal understanding of the structure of the

earth or earth processes and they do have recognition of Earth heritage sites of

their country and region. The majority of sites present on the territory of a

European Geopark must be part of the geological heritage, but their interest may
also be archaeological, ecological, historical or cultural.

1st day of training - 5th of November 

On Monday morning at school we played an ice breaking game in order to know each other

names and also to learn few things about participant country. After this ice breaking activity,

8 teams of students were created with approximately 4 students in each team. Then the

students went to see experiments in Chemistry and Physics laboratories that were

connected with Geochemistry and chemical reaction. As long as students were in the

physics laboratory classroom, the partner teachers arrived at school. Cypriot students and

teachers of our school welcomed them with traditional uniforms, drinks and sweets from

our country. Then we went to library and each country represented their country and

school. After the presentations all students went to art classroom where they understood

how we can make pots and generally solids, from soil and water.

2nd day of training - 6th of November 

On Tuesday our schedule included a visit in Geopark of Troodos with guided tour in

Geopark Visitors Center. There students occupied with some activities which are involved

with the stones and Geopark in general. After our visit in Visitors Centre, our program

included a sightseeing walk in the Caledonia Waterfalls Trail in Troodos mountain.

Departure for Caledonia nature trail, walking to the path from Starting point to the end for

approximately 1,5 hour. There, students had to take photos for the Photo Contest with the

theme: “Water and Nature Life in Cyprus” and they also had to collect a stone from the

trail to paint it the next day at art classroom. After the walking in Nature trail and the taking

of the pictures for the Photo Contest, we had an enjoyable lunch in a traditional restaurant

in Pelendri village.

3rd day of training – 7th of November

On Wednesday the first activity was in an ICT classroom where they had to distinguish

their 2 best photos taken the previous day so as to be able to take part in the photo

contest. Then the teachers group received 50 photos from all participants students to vote

for the winners. After that students went to art classroom for their second activity which

was to design their own rocks that they picked from Troodos mountain so as to have

memories of our seminar and also to be creative and to show their artistic talent. After

they finished with their second activity, they went to ICT classroom to prepare their

presentation in team work as the teams were created in the first day of our seminar. Each

group of students had to prepare a different presentation in themes that were given. In the

end both students and teachers went to Library for the presentations that students made

and then for the results of the Photo Contest. After the director gave the certificates to the

participants from all countries.

Cypriot Night - Monday                    

International Night - Tuesday

Farewell Party - Wednesday Moments of happiness, joy, hugs and cries 
for saying goodbye.

All partners dance in rhythms of Poland,
Bulgarian, France Spain and Hungary and
tasted traditional foods and sweets.

Cypriots prepared a special Cyprus Menu for 
the welcoming dinner and traditional dances. 

Students: Koumoudiou Rafaelia, Papapetrou Atelina, Pitsillidou Nataly

Intercultural Dimension of the project 

http://www.geoparks.erasmusproject.eu


